
Sotero is the answer to the challenge of protecting your organization's critical data. The Sotero Data Security Platform is a
comprehensive solution that eliminates malware beyond ransomware, prevents insider threats, and ensures compliance with
regulatory mandates. With Sotero, you can replace multiple point solutions with cutting-edge, patented technology that safeguards
your data at all times.
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A New Era of Data Protection

Eliminate Malware Beyond Ransomware
Sotero's unique approach goes beyond traditional signature-based detection methods to secure critical data from evolving threats.
With signature and behavior-based analytics, Sotero can detect and shut down malicious activity in 120 seconds or less. This
minimizes the impact of an attack by containing the blast radius to a single file or element, enabling surgical restoration within
minutes. Sotero is the only data security technology that can detect and block zero-day attacks automatically, ensuring the
organization will not have to account for ransom payments.
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Prevent Insider Threats
Sotero provides insider threat protection that secures 100% of your data in transit, at rest, and in use, without disrupting the user
experience. If a privileged user becomes an insider threat, their abnormal activity or access requests are flagged and stopped
immediately. In essence, organizations get Data Loss Prevention (DLP) at the application layer by relying on user behavior analytics
(UBA), all without disruption or impact on user experience. This approach effectively eliminates insider threats and ensures the
integrity of your sensitive information.

Meet Compliance Requirements
Sotero helps you remain compliant with regulations such as GDPR, PHI, PII, and HIPAA. The platform's granular audit dashboard
provides the necessary audit trail to meet and maintain regulatory compliance requirements. Sotero's platform maps to
cybersecurity insurance mandates, allowing you to secure coverage.

Sotero's Advantage
Sotero's patented technology keeps data secure not only at rest, but also while in use, without the need for decryption. The platform
is agnostic, scalable, and compatible with cloud, hybrid cloud, and multi-cloud environments. Sotero's powerful machine learning
capabilities allow it to detect and stop both known and previously unseen malicious activity, making it a comprehensive solution that
eliminates the need for multiple point solutions.

About Sotero
Sotero is a cutting-edge data security company that is revolutionizing the way organizations protect their most valuable assets - their
data. With Sotero, you can unlock innovation and seize a competitive edge without compromising regulatory compliance. To learn
more, visit www.soterosoft.com.
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